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Advantage Canada – Strategic Plan

 Government recognized the need for longer term 

solutions to the impending labour shortages

 Identified that more needs to be done to ensure that 

immigrants already in Canada are able to utilize fully the 

skills and knowledge that they bring with them*

 As a result, significant investments in settlement and 

integration programming were made

*From 2006 Advantage Canada: Building a Strong Economy for Canadians, the strategic, 

long-term economic plan designed to improve our country’s economic prosperity both today and in the future.
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Aim is that…

Skilled immigrants have access to the Canadian labour 

market, consistent with their skills, knowledge and 

experience, as soon as possible after arrival.

… through integrated overseas and in-Canada 

interventions.
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Background

ELT initiative focuses on two barriers faced by newcomers:

 Language training needs
 Skilled newcomers need to achieve the higher levels of language 

proficiency required to fully participate in their community and work 
environment
 Language assessments

 Generic or occupation specific language training at Canadian Language 
Benchmarks (CLB) 7-10

 In small centres without the language training infrastructure, ELT language 
training covers the range of CLB 1-10

 Bridge to work
 Skilled newcomers need labour market orientation  and opportunities to 

acquire some experience through job placements, internships, 
mentoring, or assistance in preparing for licensure exams
 Specific interventions such as job/academic or business/social counselling 

to fill gaps

 Mentoring, networking 

 Job experience (e.g. internships, practicums, job placements).

 Licensure preparation
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ELT  Model

 Partnerships-based and requires employer involvement

 Employers provide job placements, internships, mentoring, 

etc

 Flexible and fosters innovative approaches

 Programs tailored to needs of province or community

 Seeks cost-sharing opportunities and partnerships and 

maximizes the benefits to skilled immigrants

 Tools, material and lessons learned are shared nationally 

to increase efficiency and avoid duplication

 Supports the regionalization strategy

 ELT is available in small centres (CLB 1-10)
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Approaches Used in ELT

 ELT projects have focussed on the:

 Development of curriculum and research to support the delivery 
of labour-market levels of language training.

 Delivery and provision of labour-market language training and 
bridge-to-work activities, such as work placements and 
mentoring, to newcomers

 There have been distinct approaches used in ELT:

 Licensure assistance projects incorporate language training, 
learning modules and practical experience to support 
internationally educated professionals in acquiring license to 
practice a regulated profession in Canada.  

 Profession-specific projects include language training and 
bridge-to-work activities tailored to a particular field of work.

 Generic skills projects provide workplace language training and 
bridge-to-work activities that can be applied to various field of 
work.
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Distinct approaches used in ELT –

Examples of Licensure Assistance Projects

 Medical Communication Assessment Project (M-CAP) in Alberta 

offers full-time training aimed at increasing International Medical 

Graduates (IMG) language proficiency, communication skills, and 

cultural understanding to better prepare for steps required for 

licensure.

 Teach in Ontario helps internationally educated teachers by 
providing language upgrading courses, classroom exposure, and 
preparation for certification and employment as a teacher in Ontario.
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Distinct approaches used in ELT –

Examples of Profession-Specific Projects

 Edmonton Mennonite Centre for Newcomers helps 

Internationally Trained Engineers (ITEs) develop language skills and 

proficiency, knowledge of Canadian workplace culture and norms, 

and networking and self-marketing skills.

 CARE for Nurses delivers workplace specific language upgrading 

to Internationally Educated Nurses (IENs) seeking to enhance their 

language proficiency for licensure or employment purposes.  
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Distinct approaches used in ELT –

Examples of Generic Skills Projects

 Halifax Immigrant Learning Centre (HILC) / Metropolitan 
Immigrant Service Association (MISA) designed and implemented 
distance ELT as a way to provide flexible language training options 
to newcomers.  With the support of partners such as community 
colleges, HILC/MISA is able to deliver generic ELT courses to 
newcomers online and via videoconference to several communities 
in the province of Nova Scotia. 

 Dixie Bloor Neighborhood Centre offers internationally educated 
professionals from a variety of fields 12 weeks of general workplace 
language training and job readiness preparation, followed by 8 
weeks in a work placement.  
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Partnerships are key in all approaches used

 Partnerships have promoted the development of innovative and 
distinct approaches aimed at maximizing outcomes for newcomers

 ELT has benefited from partnerships among stakeholders:
 Different levels of government

 Service provider organizations

 Professional associations and regulatory bodies

 Educational institutions (e.g. school boards, community colleges, 
universities)

 Employers

 These collaborative efforts have enabled stakeholders to support 
programming in complementary ways (e.g. provision of stipends 
from provinces)
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2007 Formative Evaluation

 Evaluation objectives:

 Review delivery of ELT

 Identify program outcomes 

 Identify factors contributing to or detracting from 
program success
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Methodology

 Review key program documents

 Interviews with 26 key informants 

 Provincial  and territorial governments 

 CIC regions/NHQ 

 national stakeholders

 12 case studies conducted in six cities

 20 case studies by telephone 

 Analysis of CIC data
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Key Findings - Participants

 Ages range from 17 to 74 years (largest group 35-44)

 Source country

 China (30%)

Middle-East (16%)

 India (8%)

 Highly educated 

 73% have university degree 

 37% have graduate or post-graduate degree

 Predominantly female (56%)

 Background - engineering (24%), pharmacists/dieticians 

(10%)
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Key Findings - Projects

ELT Projects

 Development projects – assessment tools, curricula, 
research, study guides

 Delivery projects – language training, bridge-to-work

At the time of the evaluation there were 253 projects 
delivered by 140 SPOs 

 50% delivery 

 22% delivery and development 

 28% development
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Key Findings – Development Outcomes

 Development projects produced 103 tools, mostly 

curricula (57%)

 Assessment of ELT Tools

 Experts reviewed tools in terms of process used in 

development, content, format, design and 

generalizability

 Concluded that the tools likely contributed to outcome 

of supporting and improving ELT projects
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Key Findings – Delivery Outcomes

 Improved language skills 

 Increased knowledge of Canadian work environment

 Preparation for licensure exams 

 3 case studies addressed this - all reported high level of success

 Increased job-finding skills reported by most focus groups , including  
greater confidence and sense of professionalism

 Contacts with mentors

 Few focus group participants were matched with mentors

 Networking

 SPOs provided in-class training & presentations

 Many participants established their own networks
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Key Findings – Factors Contributing to 

Positive Outcomes

 Employer engagement 

 Work placements

 Well-qualified instructors (i.e. ESL & knowledge of occupation 
important)

 Integrated activities. Create linkages among

 In-class instruction

 Work placement

 Job shadowing 

 Exam preparation

 Strong local labour markets

 Flexibility in project design for local labour market
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Key Findings – Challenges Affecting Outcomes

 Recruiting participants at similar CLB levels

 Targeting promotion to appropriate candidates (may not 

be those already in settlement programs)

 Financial barriers to participation

 Half the SPOs do not offer childminding

 Lack of communication between CIC NHQ and 

provinces/territories
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Key Findings – Data Challenges

 Data for accountability versus reporting burden

 Need to collect consistent data on participants

 Need standard, manageable collection tool

 Need statistically relevant data on timely basis

 Possible modifications 

 New participant questionnaire

 New database (e.g. iCAMS)

 Alternative methods data collection (e.g. participant 
surveys, data matching with other databases)

 Contact participants on outcomes 1-3 years post ELT
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Conclusions - Overall

 ELT is a successful initiative meeting needs of the target 

audience:

 Improved language skills

 Increased knowledge/experience Canadian work 

environment

 Increased job-finding skills

 Preparation for licensure exams

 Establishment of mentors/contacts and networks

 ELT produces quality tools to be shared widely
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Conclusions – Delivery Approach

A variety of approaches successfully used to deliver ELT: 

 Preparation for licensure (e.g. pharmacists)

 Profession-specific (e.g. engineers, nurses)

 Generic (especially for smaller centres)

 Bridge to work involving

 Job placement (paid or unpaid)

Mentoring

 Job shadowing

 Stipends or wage supplements in some provinces
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Challenges 

 Greater sharing of tools and knowledge transfer

 Emphasize importance of work placements

 Market successful projects in other areas

 Improve data collection and reporting

Measure outcomes

 Attribution

 Match expectations to what projects can deliver

 Development of exit tests
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Thank you!

QUESTIONS and COMMENTS


